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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Quiet conditions are forecast across the Gulf of Mexico today and tomorrow as frontal boundaries will remain to the north and

west of the Gulf and high pressure ridging will remain centered to the northeast of the region over the next several days. This 

will promote gentle to moderate east to southeasterly winds across the central and eastern Gulf with gentle to moderate, 

occasionally fresh east-southeast to south-southeasterly winds across the western Gulf each day. With the winds changing little 

over the next several days, seas will remain around slight to moderate levels during this timeframe as well. Given the light winds 

and seas across the region the primary hazard each day will be the threat for scattered shower and thunderstorm activity today 

and tomorrow with locally enhanced conditions possible within any storm that impacts the Gulf. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Not much will change across the Gulf of Mexico from this weekend onward, as gentle to moderate, occasionally fresh onshore 
flow and slight to moderate seas will persist into late next week. Once again, the daily threat for shower and thunderstorm 
activity will be the primary concern across the region as ample low level moisture will continue to remain in place across the 
Gulf. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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